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Recovery of Sparse Signals via Generalized Orthogonal Matching Pursuit: A New Analysis Jian Wang, Student Member, IEEE, Suhyuk Kwon, Student Member, IEEE, Ping Li, and Byonghyo Shim, Senior Member, IEEE



Abstract—As an extension of orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) for improving the recovery performance of sparse signals, generalized OMP (gOMP) has recently been studied in the literature. In this paper, we present a new analysis of the gOMP algorithm using the restricted isometry property (RIP). We show that if a measurement matrix satisﬁes the RIP with , then gOMP performs isometry constant from the stable reconstruction of all -sparse signals noisy measurements , within iterations, where is the noise vector and is the number of indices chosen in each iteration of the gOMP algorithm. For Gaussian random measurements, our result indicates that the number of required measurements is essentially , which is a signiﬁcant improvement over the existing result , especially for large . Index Terms—Compressed Sensing (CS), Generalized Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (gOMP), Mean Square Error (MSE), Restricted Isometry Property (RIP), sparse recovery, stability.



I. INTRODUCTION



O



RTHOGONAL MATCHING PURSUIT (OMP) is a greedy algorithm widely used for the recovery of sparse signals [1]–[9]. The goal of OMP is to recover a -sparse
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signal vector ments



from its linear measure(1)



is called the measurement matrix. For each where iteration, OMP estimates the support (positions of non-zero elements) of by adding an index of the column in that is most correlated with the current residual. The vestiges of columns in the estimated support are then eliminated from the measurements , yielding an updated residual for the next iteration. See [1], [3] for details on the OMP algorithm. While the number of iterations of the OMP algorithm is typically set to the sparsity level of the underlying signal to be recovered, there have been recent efforts to relax this constraint with the aim of enhancing recovery performance. In one direction, an approach allowing more iterations than the sparsity has been suggested [10]–[12]. In another direction, algorithms identifying multiple indices for each iteration have been proposed. Well-known examples include stagewise OMP (StOMP) [13], regularized OMP (ROMP) [14], CoSaMP [15], and subspace pursuit (SP) [16]. The key feature of these algorithms is to introduce special operations in the identiﬁcation step to select multiple promising indices. Speciﬁcally, StOMP selects indices whose magnitudes of correlation exceed a deliberately designed threshold. ROMP chooses a set of indices and then reduces the number of candidates using a predeﬁned regularization rule. CoSaMP and SP add multiple indices and then prune a large portion of the chosen indices to reﬁne the identiﬁcation step. In contrast to these algorithms performing deliberate reﬁnement of the identiﬁcation step, a recently proposed extension of OMP, referred to as generalized OMP (gOMP) [17] (also known as OSGA or OMMP [18]–[20]), simply chooses columns that are most correlated with the residual. A detailed description of the gOMP algorithm is given in Table I. The main motivation of gOMP is to reduce computational complexity. Since the OMP algorithm chooses one index at a time, computational complexity depends heavily on the sparsity . When is large, therefore, computational cost of OMP might be problematic. In the gOMP algorithm, however, more than one “correct” index can be chosen in each iteration due to the identiﬁcation of multiple indices at a time. Therefore, the number of iterations needed to complete the algorithm is usually much smaller than that of the OMP algorithm. In fact, it has been shown that the computational complexity of gOMP is , where is the number of actually performed iterations [17], while that of OMP is .
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for a small , the -norm of recovery error can be unduly large when the sparsity approaches inﬁnity. In contrast, recovery error bound of BP denoising (BPDN) and CoSaMP is directly proportional to , and hence these are stable under measurement noise [15], [27]. The main purpose of this paper is to provide an improved performance analysis of the gOMP algorithm. Speciﬁcally, we show that if the measurement matrix satisﬁes the RIP with isometry constant



TABLE I THE GOMP ALGORITHM



(5) gOMP achieves stable recovery of any -sparse signal from the noisy measurements within iterations. That is, the -norm of recovery error satisﬁes (6) In many situations where , the computational complexity is dominated by the ﬁrst term for both approaches. Since is generally much smaller than , gOMP has lower computational complexity than OMP. In analyzing the theoretical performance of gOMP, the restricted isometry property (RIP) has been frequently used [17]–[25]. A measurement matrix is said to satisfy the RIP of order if there exists a constant , such that [26] (2) for any -sparse vector . In particular, the minimum of all constants satisfying (2) is called the restricted isometry constant (RIC) and denoted by . In the sequel, we use instead of for notational simplicity. In [17], it has been shown that gOMP ensures perfect recovery of any -sparse signal from within iterations under (3) where is the number of indices chosen in each iteration. In the noisy scenario where the measurements are corrupted by a noise vector (i.e., ), it has been shown that if conditions (3) and are satisﬁed, the output of gOMP after iterations satisﬁes [17] (4) where is a constant. While the empirical recovery performance of gOMP is promising, theoretical results to date are relatively weak when compared to state-of-the-art recovery algorithms. For example, performance guarantees of basis pursuit (BP) [27] and CoSaMP are given by [28] and [15], but conditions for gOMP require that the RIC should be inversely proportional to [17]–[25]. Another weakness for existing theoretical results of gOMP lies in the lack of stability guarantees for the noisy scenario. For example, it can be seen from (4) that the -norm of the recovery error of gOMP is upper bounded by . This implies that even



where is a constant. In the special case where (i.e., the noise-free case), we show that gOMP accurately recovers all -sparse signals in iterations under (7) When compared to previous results [17]–[25], there are two important aspects to these new results. i) Our results show that the gOMP algorithm can recover sparse signals under a similar RIP condition required by the state-of-the-art sparse recovery algorithms (e.g., BP and CoSaMP). For Gaussian random measurement matrices, this implies that the number of measurements required for gOMP is essentially [26], [29], which is signiﬁcantly smaller than the previous result, . ii) In [17], it was shown that the -norm of the recovery error in the noisy scenario depends linearly on . However, our new result suggests that the recovery distortion of gOMP is upper bounded by a constant times , which strictly ensures the stability of gOMP under measurement noise. We brieﬂy summarize notations used in this paper. For a vector , represents the set of its non-zero positions. . For a set , denotes the cardinality of . is the set of all elements contained in but not in . is the submatrix of that only contains columns indexed by . means the transpose of the matrix . is the vector, which equals for elements indexed by . If is full column rank, then is the pseudoinverse of . By we mean the span of columns in . is the projection onto . is the projection onto the orthogonal complement of . At the th iteration of gOMP, we use , , , and to denote the estimated support, the remaining support set, the estimated sparse signal, and the residual vector, respectively. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide theoretical and empirical results of gOMP. In Section III, we present the proof of theoretical results, and in Section IV we conclude the paper.
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II. SPARSE RECOVERY WITH GOMP A. Main Results In this section, we provide the performance guarantees of gOMP in recovering sparse signals in the presence of noise. Since the noise-free scenario can be considered as a special case of the noisy scenario, extension to the noise-free scenario is straightforward. In the noisy scenario, perfect reconstruction of sparse signals is not possible, and hence we use the -norm of the recovery error as a performance measure. We ﬁrst show that the -norm of the residual, after a speciﬁed number of iterations, is upper bounded by a quantity depending only on . Theorem 1: Let be any -sparse vector, be a measurement matrix, and be the noisy measurements, where is a noise vector. Then, under (8) the residual of gOMP satisﬁes (9) where



is



a



constant depending only on . The proof will be given in Section III. One can observe from Theorem 1 that if gOMP already performs iterations, then it additional iterations to requires at most ensure that the -norm of residual falls below . In particular, when (i.e., at the beginning of the iterations), and the RIC in (8) is simpliﬁed to , and hence we have a simple interpretation of Theorem 1. Theorem 2 (Upper Bound of Residual): Let be any -sparse vector, be the measurement matrix, and be the noisy measurements, where is the noise vector. Then under , the residual of gOMP satisﬁes (10) where is a constant depending only on . From Theorem 2, we also obtain the exact recovery condition of gOMP in the noise-free scenario. In fact, in the absence of noise, Theorem 2 suggests that under . Therefore, gOMP recovers any -sparse signal accurately within iterations under . We next show that the -norm of the recovery error is also upper bounded by the product of a constant and . Theorem 3 (Stability Under Measurement Perturbations): Let be any -sparse vector, be the measurement matrix, and be the noisy measurements, where is the noise vector. Then under , gOMP satisﬁes (11)



where and are constants depending on . Proof: See Appendix A. Remark 1 (Comparison With Previous Results): From Theorem 2 and 3, we observe that gOMP is far more effective than seen in previous results. Indeed, the upper bounds in Theorem 2 and 3 are absolute constants and independent of the sparsity , while those in previous works are inversely proportional to (e.g., [18], [17], and [22]). Clearly these upper bounds will vanish when is large. Remark 2 (Number of Measurements): It is well known that a random measurement matrix , which has independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) entries with Gaussian distribution , obeys the RIP with with over[26], [29]. When whelming probability if the recovery conditions in [17]–[25] are used, the number of required measurements is expressed as . Whereas, our new conditions require , which is signiﬁcantly smaller than the previous result, in particular for large . Remark 3 (Comparison With Information-Theoretic Results): It is worth comparing our result with information-theoretic results in [30]–[32]. Those results, which are obtained by a singleletter characterization in a large system limit, provide a performance limit of maximum a posteriori (MAP) and minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimation. For Gaussian random measurements, it is known that the MMSE estimation achieves a scaling of when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is sufﬁciently large [30], [31]. In contrast, the gOMP algorithm requires , which is slightly larger than the MMSE estimation due to the term . Remark 4 (Recovery Error): The constants , and in Theorem 2 and 3 can be estimated from the RIC. For example, when , we have , , and . It is interesting to compare the constant of gOMP with MMSE results [30]–[32]. Consider the scenario where is a random matrix having i.i.d. elements of zero mean and variance, is a sparse vector with each non-zero element taking the value 1 with equal probability, and is the noise vector with i.i.d. Gaussian elements. Consider and and suppose has a sparsity rate (so that the sparsity level is 10 on average). Then, for an SNR of 0 dB, the required bound of MMSE is (per dimension) [31], which amounts to so that this constant 0.027 is smaller than the constant of gOMP.1 In fact, the constant obtained in Theorem 3 is in general loose, as we will see in the simulations. This is mainly because 1) our analysis is based on the RIP framework so that the analysis is in essence the worst-case-analysis, and 2) many inequalities used in our analysis are not tight. Remark 5 (Comparison With OMP): When , gOMP returns to the OMP algorithm and Theorem 3 suggests that OMP performs stable recovery of all -sparse signals in 1



and (12)



, we have hence



implies that



. Since each element in , which implies that



.



has power , and
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iterations under . In a recent work of Zhang [11, Theorem 2.1], it has been shown that OMP can achieve stable recovery of -sparse signals in iterations under . Clearly, our new result indicates that OMP has a better (less restrictive) RIP condition and also requires a smaller number of iterations. It is worth mentioning that even though the input signal is not strictly sparse, in many cases, it can be well approximated by a sparse signal. Our result can be readily extended to this scenario. Corollary 1 (Recovery of Non-Sparse Signals): Let be the vector that keeps largest elements of the input vector and sets all other entries to zero. Let be the measurement matrix satisfying and be the noisy measurements, where is the noise vector. Then, gOMP produces an estimate of in iterations, such that



2) CoSaMP: We set the maximal iteration number to 50 to avoid repeated iterations (http://www.cmc.edu/pages/faculty/DNeedell). 3) StOMP: We use the false alarm rate control (FAR) strategy, as it works better than the false discovery rate control (FDR) strategy (http://sparselab.stanford.edu/). 4) BPDN (http://cvxr.com/cvx/). 5) Generalized approximate message passing (GAMP) [32], [38], [39]: (http://gampmatlab.wikia.com/). 6) Linear MMSE estimator. In obtaining the performance result for each simulation point of the recovery method, we perform 2,000 independent trials. In Fig. 1, we plot the MSE performance for each recovery method as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), where the SNR (in dB) is deﬁned as



(13)



(17)



where is a constant depending on . Since Corollary 1 is a straightforward extension of Theorem 3, we omit the proof for brevity (see [14]–[16], [33], [34] for noise-free results). Note that the key idea is to partition the noisy measurements of a non-sparse signal into two parts and then apply Theorem 3. The two parts consist of 1) measurements associated with dominant elements of the signal , and 2) measurements associated with insigniﬁcant elements and the noise vector . Therefore, we have



, In this case, the system model is expressed as where is the noise vector whose elements are generated from Gaussian distribution .3 The benchmark performance of the Oracle least squares (Oracle-LS) estimator (i.e., the best possible estimation having prior knowledge on the support of input signals) is plotted as well. In general, we observe that the MSE performance improves with the SNR for all methods. While GAMP has the lowest MSE when prior knowledge on the signal and noise distribution is available, it does not perform well when this prior information is incorrect.4 For the whole SNR region under test, the MSE performance of gOMP is comparable to OMP and also outperforms CoSaMP and BPDN. An interesting point is that the actual recovery error of gOMP is much smaller than that provided in Theorem 3. For example, when , , and ,



(14) B. Empirical Results We evaluate the recovery performance of the gOMP algorithms through numerical experiments. Our simulations are focused on the noisy scenario (readers are referred to [17], [20], [21] for simulation results in the noise-free scenario). In our simulations, we consider random matrices of size 100 200, whose entries are drawn i.i.d. from Gaussian distribution . We generate -sparse signals , whose components are i.i.d. and follow a Gaussian-Bernoulli distribution: with probability with probability ,



,



(15)



where is the sparsity rate that represents the average fraction of non-zero components in . As a metric to evaluate the recovery performance in the noisy scenario, we employ the mean square error (MSE). The MSE is deﬁned as (16) where is the estimate of . In our simulation, the following recovery algorithms are considered: 1) OMP and gOMP .2 2We



. Using this together we have in Theorem 3 is with (A.7), the upper bound for around 63. In contrast, when , the -norm of the actual recovery error of gOMP is (Fig. 1(a)), which is much smaller than the upper bound indicated in Theorem 3. Fig. 2 displays the running time of each recovery method as a function of the sparsity rate . The running time is measured using the MATLAB program on a personal computer with an Intel Core i7 processor and Microsoft Windows 7 environment. Overall, we observe that the running time of OMP, gOMP, and StOMP is smaller than that of CoSaMP, GAMP, and BPDN. In particular, the running time of BPDN is more than one order of magnitude higher than the rest of algorithms require. This is because the complexity of BPDN is a quadratic function of the number of measurements [40], while that of the gOMP algorithm is [17]. Since gOMP can chooses 3Since the components of have power and the signal has sparsity . From the deﬁnition of SNR, we have rate ,



. 4In



set the residual tolerance to be the noise level.



order to test the mismatch scenario, we use Bernoulli distribution .
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Fig. 2. Running time as a function of sparsity rate .



Fig. 1. MSE performance of recovery algorithms as a function of SNR. (a) . (b) .



more than one support index at a time, we also observe that gOMP runs faster than the OMP algorithm. III. PROOF OF THEOREM 1



Fig. 3. Illustration of sets , , and . (b) Illustration of indices in



A. Preliminaries Before we proceed to the proof of Theorem 1, we present is the deﬁnitions used in our analysis. Recall that set of remaining support elements after iterations of gOMP. In what follows, we assume without loss of generality that



Then it is clear that . For example, if , then and . Whereas, if , then and . Also, for notational convenience we assume that is arranged in descending order of their magnitudes, i.e.,



. (a) Set diagram of



,



, and



. Now, we deﬁne the subset



.



of



as (see Fig. 3(b)): , , . (18) does not



Note that the last set necessarily have



elements.
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For given set



and constant



, let be a positive integer



satisfying5 (19a) (19b)
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B. Outline of Proof The proof of Theorem 1 is based on mathematical induction , the number of remaining indices after iterations of in gOMP. We ﬁrst consider the case when . This case is trivial since all support indices are already selected and hence



.. . (19c) (19d) , then we ignore (19a)–(19c) If (19d) holds true for all and simply take . Note that always exists because so that (19d) holds true at least for we have



. From (19a)–(19d), (20)



Moreover, if Appendix B):



, we have a lower bound for



(26) Next, we assume that the argument holds up to an integer . Under this inductive assumption, we will prove that it also holds true for . In other words, we will show that when , (27) holds true under



as (see (21)



Equations (20) and (21) will be used in the proof of Theorem 1 and we will ﬁx in the proof. We now provide two propositions useful in the proof of Theorem 1. The ﬁrst one offers an upper bound for and a . lower bound for Proposition 1: For given and any integer , the residual of gOMP satisﬁes (22)



(28) Although the details of the proof in the induction step are somewhat cumbersome, the main idea is rather simple. First, we show that a decent amount of support indices in can be selected within a speciﬁed number of additional iterations so that the number of remaining support indices is upper bounded. More precisely, i) If , the number of remaining support indices after iterations is upper bounded as (29) ii) If



, the number of remaining support indices after iterations satisﬁes (30)



(23)



where (31)



. where Proof: See Appendix C. The second proposition is essentially an extension of (23). It characterizes the relationship between residuals of gOMP in different number of iterations. Proposition 2: For any integer , , and , the residual of gOMP satisﬁes



(24) where



Second, since (29) and (30) imply that the number of remaining support indices is no more than , from the induction hypothesis we have (32) (33) Further, by using the upper bound of in (32) and in (33), we establish the induction step. Speciﬁcally, i) case: We obtain from (29) that



(25) Proof: See Appendix E. 5We



note that



is a function of .



(34)
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By noting that the residual power of gOMP is non-increasing ( for ), we have (41) (35) ii)



case: We observe from (31) that



where (a) is from the RIP (note that on ). 2) Upper bound for : First, by applying Proposition 2, we have



is supported



(42)



(36)



(43) .. .



which together with (30) implies that



(44) From (31) and monotonicity of the RIC, we have



(37) Hence, we obtain from (33) and (37) that (45)



(38) In summary, what remains now is the proofs of (29) and (30).



for , where (a) is due to monotonicity of the RIC and (b) is from (28). Notice that (a) is because



C. Proof of (30) . InWe consider the proof of (30) for the case of stead of directly proving (30), we show that a sufﬁcient condition for (30) is true. To be speciﬁc, since consists of smallest non-zero elements (in magnitude) in , a sufﬁcient condition for (30) is (39) In this subsection, we show that (39) is true under



(46) (40)



To this end, we ﬁrst construct lower and upper bounds for and then use these bounds to derive a condition guaranteeing (39). 1) Lower bound for :



where (c) follows from (36), (d) is from (21), and (e) is due . to For notational simplicity, we let . Then (42)–(44) can be rewritten as



.. .
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Further, some additional manipulations yield the following result.
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and (b) uses the fact that . Thus far, we have obtained a lower bound for in (41) and an upper bound for in (49), respectively. Next, we will use these bounds to prove that (39) holds true under . By relating (41) and (49), we have (50) where (51) aan (52) Since



by monotonicity of the RIC, (53)



(47) By choosing



where (a) is from Proposition 1, (b) uses the fact that



in (53), we have



(48)



(54)



(we will specify later), and (c) is due to the RIP. for (Note that for .) By applying (20) to (47), we further have



under . Now, we consider two cases: 1) and 2) . First, , (50) implies (39) (i.e., if Second, if holds true because



(49) where (a) is because



,



, and



) so that (30) holds true. , then (27) directly



(55)



. Hence where



(56)
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where , (a) is from (37) and the fact that the residual power of gOMP is always non-increasing, (b) is due to (49), and (c) is from (51). D. Proof of (29) The proof of (29) is similar to the proof of (30). Instead of directly proving (29), we will show that a sufﬁcient condition for (29) is true. More precisely, we will prove that



(63) where (a) is from (48), (b) is due to the RIP, and (c) is from (19d). Using (61), (62), and (63), we have



(57) holds true under (58) We ﬁrst construct lower and upper bounds for and then use these bounds to derive a condition guaranteeing (57). : 1) Lower bound for



from which we obtain an upper bound for



as



(64) in Thus far, we have established a lower bound for (59) and an upper bound for in (64). Now we combine (59) and (64) to obtain (65) (59)



where



is supported on . where (a) is because 2) Upper bound for : By applying Proposition 1 with and , we have (66) and (67) Recalling that (60) where (a) is because (see (18)) and hence . Rearranging the terms yields



(61) From Proposition 1,



and



and also noting that and



, one can show from (66) that (68) . under Now, we consider two cases: 1) and 2) . First, if , (65) implies (57) (i.e., ) so that (29) holds true. Second, if , then (27) directly holds true because



(62) where (a) is from (48) and (b) is due to the RIP. Moreover,



(69)
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where (a) is due to (34) and the fact that the residual power of gOMP is always non-increasing and (b) is from (64) and (66). This completes the proof of (29).
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where



and (a) is because (see Theorem 2). Now, we turn to the proof of (12). Using the best -term approximation of , we have



IV. CONCLUSION As a method to enhance the recovery performance of orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP), generalized OMP (gOMP) has received attention in recent years [17]–[25]. While empirical evidence has shown that gOMP is effective in reconstructing sparse signals, theoretical results to date are relatively weak. In this paper, we have presented an improved recovery guarantee of gOMP by showing that the gOMP algorithm can perform stable recovery of all sparse signals from the noisy measurements under the restricted isometry property (RIP) with . The presented proof strategy might be useful for obtaining improved results for other greedy algorithms derived from the OMP algorithm.



(A.4) where (a) is from the triangle inequality and (b) is because is the best -term approximation to



APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 2



, and hence is a better approximation than (note that both and are -sparse). On the other hand,



Proof: We ﬁrst give the proof of (11). Observe that



(A.1) where (a) is from the RIP and (b) is because



(A.5) where (a) is from the RIP, (b) and (d) are from the triangle inequality, (c) is because is supported on and



Using (27) and (A.1), we have



(A.2)



and (e) follows from the RIP. Combining (A.4) and (A.5) yields



where That is, (A.3)



(A.6)
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where (C.3) is from . Now, we turn to the proof of (23). The proof consists of two steps. First, we will show that the residual power difference of the gOMP satisﬁes



where



(C.4) (A.7) where



Second, we will show that



, which completes the proof. APPENDIX B PROOF OF (20)



Proof: Recall from (19c) that (B.1) , we have



Subtracting both sides by



(C.5) Finally, (23) is established by combining (C.4) and (C.5). • Proof of (C.4): Recall that the gOMP algorithm orthogonalizes the measurements against previously chosen columns of , yielding the updated residual in each iteration. That is, (C.6)



(B.2) Since , and also noting that (see (18)), the elements of are the smallest elements (in magnitude) of the vector . Furthermore, since , (B.2) is equivalent to



, we have



Since



(C.7) where (C.7) is because and hence



and



(C.8)



(B.3) Now we consider two cases. First, when (B.3) as



, one can rewrite



,



. As a result,



Noting that



, we have (C.9)



(B.4) and hence



Since



, we further have



(B.5) , (B.3) becomes



Second, when



(B.6) Equivalently, (B.7) Combining these two cases yields the desired result. APPENDIX C PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 Proof: We ﬁrst consider the proof of (22). implies that



(C.10) where (C.10) is because the singular values of lie between and , and hence the smallest singular value of is lower bounded by .6 • Proof of (C.5): We ﬁrst introduce a lemma useful in our proof. Lemma 1: Let be two distinct vectors and let . Also, let be the set of indices corresponding to most signiﬁcant elements in . Then, for any integer , (C.11)



(C.1) Also, noting that onal complement of



is the projection of onto the orthog, we have (C.2)



From (C.1) and (C.2), we have



Proof: See Appendix D. Now we are ready to prove (C.5). Let be the vector satisfying . Since , and also noting that 6Suppose



(C.3)



and let and and , we have



the matrix has singular value decomposition , then , where is the pseudoinverse of , which is formed by replacing every non-zero diagonal entry with its reciprocal and transposing the resulting matrix.
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. Moreover, since contains the indices corresponding to most signiﬁcant elements in , we have . Using Lemma 1,



Fig. 4. Illustration of indices in



.



(C.12) APPENDIX D PROOF OF LEMMA 1



On the other hand,



Proof: We consider two cases: 1) and 2) . We ﬁrst consider the case . Without loss of generality, we assume that and that the elements of are arranged in descending order of their magnitudes. We deﬁne the subset of as , . (D.1) See Fig. 4 for the illustration of indices in . Note that when , the last set has less than elements. Observe that



(D.2) where the second inequality is due to the Hölder's inequality. Using the deﬁnition of , we have , and hence (D.3) (C.13) and , (b) uses the fact that , (c) is from , (d) uses the inequality (with and ),7 (e) is from the RIP , and (e) is due to . Finally, using (C.12) and (C.13), we have



(D.4)



where (a) is because and hence



(D.5) where (D.4) follows from the fact that with and Now, we consider the alternative case case, it is clear that and hence



and



. . In this ,



which is the desired result. 7Note



that



we



.



only



need



to consider the case . For the alternative case where , (C.5) directly holds true, since



(D.6) which completes the proof.
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APPENDIX E PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2 Proof: Recall from Proposition 1 that for given integer , the residual of gOMP satisﬁes



and any



(E.1) . Since



where for



Since have



, we further



and



where we have (E.4) (E.2) which completes the proof. Using (E.1) and (E.2),



ACKNOWLEDGMENT The authors would like to thank the anonymous reviewers for their valuable comments and suggestions that improved the quality of the paper. (E.3)



Subtracting



both



sides of , we have



(E.3)



by



and also



.. .



Some additional manipulations yield the following result:
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